
AEON SPIRIT TECHNICAL RIDER

 

AEON SPIRIT - TECHNICAL RIDER 
STAGE / RISERS 

All outdoor stages must have protective, covered roof, sufficiently strong enough to 

withstand the most severe weather possible. The roof  structure shall also be capable of  holding 

lights, flown from its trusses. The roof  must be large enough to protect all parts of  the stage. 

Purchaser shall have an adequate number of  tarps or supply Visqueen to cover all stage 

equipment in the event of  inclement weather. 

SOUND 

A. Artist requires a minimum of  (1) hour for sound check. 

BACKLINE 

Artist will need backline gear for shows outside of  California. See Stage Plot below. 

SECURITY 

A. Barricade-One (1) non-uniformed security guards to be stationed in barricade in front of  

the stage during the performance. 

STORAGE AREA 
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Please have the load-in area and backstage area free of  house equipment, to allow for 

storage of  Artist’s dollies, cases, spare equipment, etc. The storage area should be in a secure area 

as close as possible to the load-in area. 

ARTIST DRESSING ROOMS 

These are for Artist’s exclusive use and should be stocked and ready one (1) hour prior to 

doors. Each room should contain chairs, tables, lamps, fully lined trash cans and bathroom 

facilities. 

One (1) room is required to be occupied by five (5) people, and should be labeled as  

“AEON SPIRIT”. 

HOSPITALITY/CATERING 

Caterer is responsible for keeping beverages fresh, well stocked and iced. Caterer must keep 

on hand an adequate supply of  cold and hot cups, utensils, napkins, condiments of  all sorts and 

all other ancillary items necessary throughout the day. Catering is divided into five sections, 

encompassing load in, dressing rooms, dinner, stage drinks and after show. 

LOAD-IN 

If  load-in starts before 2:00PM, please provide sandwiches or pizza for five (5) persons, as 

well as the following beverages: 

One (1) case of  Crystal Geyser water in 1⁄2 liter bottles Hot coffee/ Hot tea 

One (1) case of  assorted sodas and juices 

DRESSING ROOMS 

All beverages are to be kept iced throughout the evening, and any spoilable food should be 

kept covered and/or refrigerated whenever the band is not in the venue. 

Two (2) quarts of  premium Apple juice, One (1) case of  assorted Odwalla juices  

One half  (1/2) case of  assorted sodas (Pepsi, 7-up, etc.) 

Two (2) cases of  Crystal Geyser water in 1⁄2 liter bottles 

Fresh Cashews, pistachios & other assorted nuts 

DINNER 

An acceptable alternative, should a fresh, hot meal present logistical problems, is a Dinner 

Buyout for the entire entourage. Please see contract. 
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AEON SPIRIT - INPUT LIST  
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AEON SPIRIT - STAGE PLOT
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